Interval estimation of the proportion ratio under multiple matching.
The discussions on interval estimation of the proportion ratio (PR) of responses or the relative risk (RR) of a disease for multiple matching have been generally focused on the odds ratio (OR) based on the assumption that the latter can approximate the former well. When the underlying proportion of outcomes is not rare, however, the results for the OR would be inadequate for use if the PR or RR was the parameter of our interest. In this paper, we develop five asymptotic interval estimators of the common PR (or RR) for multiple matching. To evaluate and compare the finite sample performance of these estimators, we apply Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the coverage probability and the average length of the resulting confidence intervals in a variety of situations. We note that when we have a constant number of matching, the interval estimator using the logarithmic transformation of the Mantel-Haenszel estimator, the interval estimator derived from the quadratic inequality given in this paper, and the interval estimator using the logarithmic transformation of the ratio estimator can consistently perform well. When the number of matching varies between matched sets, we find that the interval estimator using the logarithmic transformation of the ratio estimator is probably the best among the five interval estimators considered here in the case of a small number (=20) of matched sets. To illustrate the use of these interval estimators, we employ the data studying the supplemental ascorbate in the supportive treatment of terminal cancer patients.